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COLORADO
The Balanced Energy Capital of the West
The integration of renewable energy and the state's rich energy resource
base puts Colorado at the forefront of energy development for the nation.
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Dedicated to supporting and promoting all energy sectors: fossil fuels, cleantech, efficiency, and conservation.

From the Chairman
CCIA and Cleantech Transformation

Ed Williams
Chairman,
Colorado Cleantech
Industries Association

At a breakfast meeting in Denver, 2007 several founders

initial power generation technologies into efficiencies and

of CCIA sat brainstorming ideas on how to kick-start and

broader adoption through the innovations in advanced

support the cleantech industry in the state of Colorado.

materials, digital integration, energy storage, advanced

Back then cleantech was still an outlier of an idea, with

regulatory policies for smart cities, and next generation

little economic justification, and a broad category defi-

capital funding.

nition that those in Silicon Valley and on Sand Hill road
thought would be the next big thing, and perhaps bigger

CCIA and its members continue to support technology

than many of the information technology startups. Today

innovations across the cleantech spectrum as we move

cleantech doesn’t quite carry the focus of Sand Hill, save

through this transformation of how we power our lives

a few stalwart specialists, and cleantech has certain-

and businesses. Bleeding into every industry, including

ly been through its opportunity and challenge cycles.

the century-old industry sectors of agriculture, mining,

Fortunately, these founders had the vision to create the

oil and gas exploration, and the macro-grid based central

CCIA and sustain it, making the organization into one of

power systems, the evolution of cleantech innovation

the major contributors to the now incredibly successful

is delivering economic resilience to the state in a new

cleantech industry in Colorado.

energy paradigm.

The industry would see its fair share of cycles and

At CCIA we’re proud to have been a contributor to the

challenges, especially from the venture capital industry’s

State’s cleantech economy and we’re constantly adapt-

perspective over the years and the shifting investment

ing our programs, people, and processes to keep pace

thesis that temporarily paused its growth. Through it

with the transformations. The excitement of change and

all, the CCIA has stayed close to the sector, adapting

innovation in the energy sector and its resulting impact

itself to support each transition to ensure the cleantech

on the economic opportunity for the state will forever

economic foundation in Colorado would be sustained and

be at the core of CCIA and the support it provides for its

remain strong.

members.

Now, we find ourselves at another transformation point

Finally, a special recognition and thank you to one of those

in cleantech where the early challenges of technology

early CCIA founders, Chris Shapard, previous CCIA Execu-

discovery, market adoption, economies of scale, and

tive Director, who’s departed from our organization earlier

funding models are mostly behind us. Ahead lays an

this year for another great career opportunity. Please join

explosive opportunity on this initial foundation of val-

me in wishing her the best and formally congratulating

ue established across the state and the country, as

Shelly Curtiss, an eight year CCIA veteran, who has ac-

cleantech continues to go mainstream. As the business

cepted the leadership role of CCIA in assuming the Exec-

case for eco-efficiency has become increasingly compel-

utive Director position. Both have been, and will continue

ling, the shift is underway in cleantech from a focus on

to be, supported by a world-class CCIA staff. o
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The
Transformation
Ahead

Cleantech, and the energy
industry at large, is transforming
at lightning speed. While this
is nothing new to an industry
defined by innovation and
disruption, the shift is already
well underway for cleantech to
have a transformative impact
well beyond energy generation.

Since its 2007 definition of “doing more with
less,” cleantech in Colorado has continued
to expand its umbrella to encompass the
innovators and innovations impacting the energy
ecosystem. From massive transportation
challenges to cloud-based energy modeling
applications, cleantech is impacting every
industry in the state. Collaboration remains key in
Colorado and as cleantech continues to embrace
transformation, we look forward to creative,
collaborative, cross-industry solutions to the
state’s energy opportunities and challenges. o

Shelly Curtiss
Executive Director
Colorado Cleantech
Industries Association
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“Colorado now ranks
10th in installed wind
capacity and seventh
in wind-energy
generation.”
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Transforming the
Energy Economy
Cleantech takes flight as renewable energy
becomes the most economical option.
By Bill Radford III

Nationally and internationally, energy is becoming
greener and more sustainable — and that change will
only accelerate in the near future.
“The factors that determine the overall

other new ways for companies to raise

energy mix are a combination of technol-

money to expand options for consumers

ogy, policies, and finance, and all three

for their energy.

are in a dynamic change going forward,
particularly with innovations in all three

“On the policy side, the U.S. is a very

spheres in the United States,” says Doug

broad landscape because of jurisdictional

Arent, executive director of the Joint

authorities over energy,” Arent adds.

Institute for Strategic Energy Analysis at

“That’s everything from a rural co-op

the National Renewable Energy Labora-

to a municipality to a state, going up to

tory in Golden.

regions, interstate commerce and then
federal policy.”

In terms of technology, changes range
from the shale fracking revolution in the

At the state level, “Colorado has a long

oil and gas arena to dramatic decreases

history, obviously, in the oil and gas

in cost coupled with increases in perfor-

realm,” says Patty Silverstein, president

mance for wind and solar, Arent says.

and chief economist at Development

On the finance side, he cites “incredible

Research Partners, which produces the

innovations” from crowdsourcing and

annual Resource Rich Colorado report for

9

“I think it’s obvious
that the new
administration is
more pro fossil fuels
than renewables, so
that can certainly
have an impact on
the industry as
a whole.”

the Metro Denver Economic Development Corp. The
report analyzes the state’s competitive position in the
global energy economy.
While oil and gas provides a relatively small employment base, Silverstein says it has “a huge influence
on overall economic activity, mainly because of the
large multiplier effects that oil and gas production
has.”
But Colorado was also among the first in the nation to
pass a renewable energy standard requiring utilities
to supply a certain percentage of energy from renewable resources. Silverstein also points to the entry
into Colorado by Danish wind turbine maker Vestas in
2008 as a point “that really started the interest and
excitement around renewable energies.”
Colorado now ranks 10th in installed wind capacity
and seventh in wind-energy generation as Vestas
employs more than 3,000 people statewide. The state
is ninth in installed solar capacity and 10th in solar
generation, according to the latest Resource Rich
Colorado report.

“Nobody should be
surprised if India
doesn’t have internal
combustion engines
in 15 years.”

In 2016, Colorado ranked fourth in the nation for
cleantech industry employment concentration, the
report found; employment in cleantech in the state
grew 22.4 percent over five years. “We have a relatively short history in renewable energies, but it’s a
very strong history, and hence it has really led to the
whole idea of a balanced energy economy here in
Colorado,” Silverstein says.
At the federal level, she adds, “I think it’s obvious that
the new administration is more pro fossil fuels than
renewables, so that can certainly have an impact on
the industry as a whole.”
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While policy can drive advances, it can also hinder

At home and elsewhere, market forces will continue

them. “Trying to navigate the changing federal en-

to drive change, Harvey says. “In the utilities world,

vironment for energy production and potentially on

most utilities try to dispatch the cheapest power they

the energy use side is part of the normal course of

have available. Right now, wind and solar are often

business,” says Arent.

that cheapest power.”

Policies on climate control are a big driver in the

The costs of wind and solar will fall even further as

energy transition, says Ned Harvey, the managing

demand grows, he says. He points to LED lights as an

director at Rocky Mountain Institute who’s responsi-

example of that dynamic: LED lights were very expen-

ble for leading its Carbon War Room business unit. He

sive just 10 years ago, but in the time since, “They’ve

believes the U.S. has given up “its moral authority”

dropped like a rock.”

on climate and energy, but also points to the many
major U.S.-based corporations, especially those with a

Consumer demand, especially among younger people

global audience of customers and investors, that have

who don’t want “a dirty world or a dirty brand,” is

released statements that they will persist in their en-

driving change as well, Harvey says. Arent notes that

vironmental efforts. “Investors see a lot of unknown

consumers now have more options for greener power,

risks about not dealing with climate,” he says.

such as purchases through a local co-op or utility or
perhaps a leasing arrangement. “Consumers have to

The appetite for a greener energy base “is clearly

look at the landscape of tools,” he says, “rather than

growing pretty substantially domestically, and also

think their only option is self-investment and self-gen-

globally, so the major companies that have a global

eration.”

customer base are also looking to greenify, if I can use
that term, their supply chains throughout the world,”

Arent sees a solidly greener future, with substantially

adds Arent. “And that’s driving interesting conver-

more renewables in the mix. Countries and compa-

sations in everywhere from Japan to Hong Kong to

nies are working toward that future for many reasons,

Vietnam to China.”

he says, from smart business to air quality to jobs to
reduction of greenhouse gases.

Meanwhile, there are several countries happy to fill
the void in the wake of the U.S. retreat from the Paris
climate accord, including China, France, and Germany.
“These countries,” Harvey says, “will get the business
from the rest of the world on renewables.”

“There’s a plethora of reasons why countries and other jurisdictions are pursuing these pieces,” he says. “I
think we’ll continue to see pretty robust growth going
on over the next many, many decades.” o

Arent and Harvey also point to India as a country to
watch; India has set a goal of 175 gigawatts of renewable energy capacity by 2022. “Nobody should
be surprised if India doesn’t have internal combustion
engines in 15 years,” Harvey says.
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Businesses
Rethink Energy
12

By Bill Radford III

The energy
options for companies
have diversified with innovation.
When it came to energy, corporations used to simply be ratepayers.
Pay the bill or not, that was their only choice, says Drew Torbin, CEO
and co-founder of Black Bear Energy.
But times have changed, Torbin adds. Those
companies now have choices — and those choices
are increasing every day.
Boulder-based Black Bear represents renewable
energy buyers, helping them sift through those
choices; the company’s clients own, manage, or
control over 2 billion square feet of real estate.

Torbin says it’s all about return on investment and
boosting value. “How they capture that value differs,”
he says. “Perhaps they are a Class A office provider
and want to further their reputation as a cutting-edge
provider of green, sustainable space. Or perhaps
they choose to create more value from the existing
real estate space that they have by receiving solar
roof rent. Alternatively, they might want to lower

“We’ve seen a steady uptick in companies that
are setting long-term, visionary goals around
renewables and sustainability.” ~ Kim Marotta

operating expenses. It really differs by client, but
the common thread is the desire to use energy as a
competitive advantage.”
Energy choices may be driven at least in part by a
company’s ethos, but there’s always the bottom line
to consider as well. “The economics have to make
sense,” Torbin says. “Every single project that we
have been a part of, the economics are absolutely
positive.”
Ashley Grosh, vice president of environmental
affairs for Wells Fargo, sees sustainability initiatives
as delivering “triple bottom-line results, providing
social economic and environmental benefits. Driving
sustainability initiatives is good for our communities,
providing jobs, increasing economic development,
helping us be more competitive, and making our
energy and water systems more secure and resilient
as well as driving down costs.
Grosh helps lead the San Francisco-based company’s
Innovation Incubator, a five-year, $10 million program
to reduce the energy impact of commercial buildings.
“Technology innovation is enabling a lot of the
efficiencies in our footprint,” she notes, “from water
and energy savings to supply chain opportunities”
Wells Fargo owns nearly 100 million square feet of
real estate. The company is committed to purchasing
renewable electricity to power 100 percent of its
global operations by the end of 2017.
A commitment to sustainability “makes good
business sense,” Grosh says. “Anytime we can do
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more with less, everyone wins.”
Similarly, Molson Coors has created “a culture of
doing more with less” across its operations, says Kim
Marotta, the Denver-based company’s global senior
director of corporate responsibility. “So that’s why
we are focused on efficient energy use within our
breweries and integrating renewables, such as solar
and anaerobic digesters, whenever we can. We’ve
also recently completely eliminated coal from our
operations and transitioned those facilities to natural
gas that is cleaner and more cost-efficient.”
Investing in anaerobic digestion facilities in Europe
and the U.S. has been a focal point for Molson
Coors in recent years. “Right now, we’re putting
wastewater through anaerobic digestion facilities at
nine breweries and we recover biogas for generating
process heat in two of them,” says Marotta. “This
eliminates carbon emissions, as well as represents a
portion of the energy consumed on these sites.”
Marotta points to other investments aimed at
reducing the footprint of Molson Coors’ breweries.
Those include a solar array at its brewery in Irwindale,
California, which she dubs “the most powerful solar
array at any brewery in the U.S.”
Molson Coors is also working to help its partners
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, Marotta
says. “We have a goal to reduce GHG emissions
throughout our whole value chain, beyond our own
immediate boundaries, that not only reduces our
overall impact on our environment but also creates
cross-savings all along our production chain.”

It’s part of a broad trend in food and beverage
industry, Marotta notes. “We benchmark against
other food, beverage and consumer products
companies, and we’ve seen a steady uptick in
companies that are setting long-term, visionary goals
around renewables and sustainability.”
Sustainability is also a cornerstone of IKEA’s
business model. In outlining its “people and planet
positive” approach, the Netherlands-based retail
giant cites not just the toll that carbon emissions
are taking on the planet, but the pressure placed on
businesses and families by energy and raw material
costs.
“Even if concerns about sustainability and climate
change are put to one side, being careful with
resources, managing costs for the future, controlling
energy use and looking after your people is good
business sense,” the company explains in a
statement.
IKEA’s store in Centennial, which opened in 2011,
was the first in the U.S. to be built with a geothermal
heating and cooling system. “We reduce our carbon
footprint because we don’t have as much mechanical
equipment associated with a building of this size,”
says James Amidon, the store’s facilities manager.
“We have no cooling towers, no chillers, and we
have no boiler.”
The store also has the largest rooftop solar array in
the state, three electric vehicle charging stations, an

aggressive
recycling program,
and an ever-expanding
line of environmentally friendly
products. Kungsbacka, a new
line of cabinets made of reclaimed
wood and recycled plastic bottles, has
been a big hit, says Megan Thompson,
local market specialist for IKEA in Denver.
“We really want to focus on providing a more
sustainable life at home, where we develop and
promote solutions that inspire and enable customers
to live a more sustainable life, aka kind of live the
way we live here at IKEA,” Thompson says.
Black Bear’s Torbin believes companies are reaching
a tipping point as more and more follow in the
footsteps of corporations such as IKEA and Molson
Coors. Until recently, if you were one of a hundred
big owners of office space and only a handful
implemented some type of onsite renewables, “You
could feel pretty comfortable with inaction,” he says.
But now, those companies may be at a competitive
disadvantage.
“You can no longer feel comfortable sitting idly by,
because you’re missing out,” he says. “That’s the
tipping point that we’re starting to see, that these
companies no longer feel safe and comfortable with
the status quo.” o
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From electric vehicles
to autonomous cars to
ride-sharing, how we
get around is in flux.
By Bill Radford III

A changing transportation industry can be a big driver —
pun intended — in the shift to a greener, more sustainable
energy base.
“I don’t know if we’re going to be the tail or

Denver leaders recently announced plans to

the head of the dog, but we’re definitely part

add 200 plug-in electric vehicles to its fleet

of the conversation,” says Peter Kozinski,

by 2020. A key impetus for Svitak, who is

director of RoadX, a Colorado Department of

housed in Denver’s Department of Environ-

Transportation program that aims to trans-

mental Health, is the public health benefit

form travel in the state.

of reduced nitrogen oxide emissions and
greenhouse gas emissions. That’s not all, he

And being part of that conversation is essen-

says: “There’s a tremendous life cycle cost

tial, says Tyler Svitak, energy and transporta-

reduction as well from lower operational and

tion administrator for the City and County of

maintenance costs.” With an electric vehicle,

Denver, because transportation became the

“You have about a third of the maintenance

primary source of greenhouse gas emis-

that needs to happen.”

sions in the U.S. in 2016. “If we are moving
toward a less-energy-intensive system over-

In addition, Svitak says, “We just want to

all, then transportation needs to be a major

serve in a leadership role when it comes

component of that,” he says.

to electrifying our fleet because we’re also
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“People get very emotional behind the wheel.
Handing that responsibility over to a computer,
gains a lot of efficiencies and can be a
life-saving innovation.”

asking our community to consider electric vehicles

cus on the value curve — continuing to add technology

for their next vehicles.” While there are nearly 10,000

that will encourage further adoption.

plug-in electric vehicles in Colorado, a key roadblock
to broader adoption “is simply awareness that plug-in

GM is also among the leaders, if not the leader, in

electric vehicles exist and that they are something con-

pursuing the development and deployment of auton-

sumers should consider,” he notes.

omous vehicles, Keros says. The company is “actively
talking with cities where this technology can be most

Once someone experiences an electric car, “They
tend to be pretty positive on the technology,” says Alex
Keros, who works on advanced technology policy for
General Motors. Maven, GM’s personal mobility brand
and car-sharing service, has been one way to introduce
more people to electric vehicles; that includes Maven
Gig, a weekly car-rental service aimed at drivers of
app-based companies like Uber and GrubHub, and
includes the Chevy Bolt EV and other electric vehicles
Keros acknowledges the pace of adoption of EVs has
not been as fast as he would prefer, but says there is
reason to be optimistic. “In lieu of $2-a-gallon gasoline,
which I think most of us never anticipated, adoption
continues to move forward and growth in the industry
is good,” he says.
Cost is still an issue for some consumers. “Straight
out of the chute, these technologies are a little more

Electric vehicles and autonomous cars are a big part of
the plan at RoadX, which has the vision of transforming the state’s transportation system “into one of the
safest and most reliable in the nation by harnessing
emerging technology.”
Explains Kozinski: “It’s really the integration of technology into transportation as a whole — any way we can
use technology to improve our system’s efficiency and
overall capacity and save lives.”
That includes, ultimately, self-driving cars that can
communicate with the roads on which they travel.
People, Kozinski says, “get very emotional behind the
wheel.” Handing that responsibility over to a computer,
he says, gains a lot of efficiencies and can be a life-saving innovation.

expensive,” says Keros. “Obviously the Bolt is meant

Getting consumer buy-in will be a key hurdle, he

to counteract that, given all the technology on it at a

acknowledges, but ride-share companies and organiza-

price point that most people can get into.” The 2017

tions such as Lyft and Uber are helping set the ground-

Bolt starts at $37,495 — or $29,995 after a federal tax

work. People are getting comfortable with the idea

credit.

or ordering a ride, getting in the backseat, and being

The cost of EVs will continue to fall as demand goes
up, Keros says, but he says automakers must also fo-
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helpful.”

delivered to their location; it won’t be that much more
of a leap, he says, for people to do so without interacting with a driver.

Of course, the roadways aren’t the only way to get

“The airport has been very actively involved in making

around. The aviation industry has also made sustain-

our regional airspace more efficient, which has really

ability a key issue. Airlines are continually working to

significant benefits in terms of both spot fuel reduc-

reduce jet fuel usage, says Scott Morrissey, senior

tion and greenhouse gas reduction,” Morrissey says.

director of sustainability at Denver International Airport, in the process not only reducing greenhouse gas

DIA also has one of the largest solar portfolios of

emissions, but improving airlines’ bottom lines.

airports in the U.S., and it’s also known for recycling
deicing fluid. Morrissey says the airport is able to

“Biofuels will certainly be part of the equation,” says

collect 70 percent of the deicing fluid that is sprayed

Morrissey, noting that airlines also continue to look

onto aircraft through its stormwater infrastructure.

to trim fuel use through more efficient aircraft and

“Rather than managing that collected fluid as waste,”

other means. DIA has worked with airlines and the

he explains, “we have the ability to recycle it into

Federal Aviation Administration on implementing

pure, industrial-grade propylene glycol that then goes

more efficient routing and Optimized Profile De-

out into other markets.” o

scents, which allow for a more consistent glide path
than the traditional, more energy-intensive stair-step
descent pattern.
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By Bill Radford III

Battery
Breakthrough

As costs continue to fall, battery energy storage
looks to be a game changer in the utilities world
— and beyond.
Sony released the first commercial lithium ion battery in 1991. In the years since, the technology has emerged as a powerhouse: Lithium ion is expected to be a $50 billion industry in the
next decade.
Growing demand, a resulting increase in scale of manufacturing, and “incremental changes
in how they make the batteries” have fueled dramatic price reductions, particularly along the
supply chain, says Sam Jaffe, founder and managing director of Cairn Energy Research Advisors, a Boulder-based global research and consulting firm specializing in energy storage.
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“In 2010, people were paying more than $1,000 per
kilowatt-hour for lithium ion battery cells,” Jaffe says.
The best price has dropped to about $115 per kilowatt-hour today — and Jaffe expects that to drop to
the much-anticipated $100 mark by 2019.
As a result, batteries will become an increasingly
important tool for utilities for grid management. “The
immediate impact and the most profound impact will
be the ability of the grid to accept more renewables,”
Jaffe says. Stored energy means power when the sun
isn’t shining or the wind isn’t blowing — and the ability to better match supply and demand at all times.
“In the long run, energy storage is going to be one of
the most useful tools in making the grid cleaner, more
efficient and cheaper,” Jaffe says.
Economical energy storage also raises the prospect
of businesses and households combining solar power
and batteries to generate and use their own energy instead of contributing to the grid, but Jaffe doesn’t see
“grid defection” becoming a big problem. Being their
own mini-utility “is the last thing that an end consumer wants to be,” he says.
While there may be less reliance on the grid, Jaffe believes talk of a “utility death spiral” is overblown. “I do
think utilities are going to have a lot of indigestion over
this problem,” he says, while predicting that energy
storage will be more friend than foe for them.
The falling cost of energy storage will also boost adoption of electric vehicles, Jaffe says. The gap in cost
between making an electric vehicle and an internal
combustion engine car, which has been a roadblock
for consumers, continues to shrink, he says.
Another issue for drivers is range anxiety: How far will
the car go?
“The best way to handle range anxiety,” Jaffe says, “is
to cram as many batteries into that vehicle as possible. Before, that made no sense, because batteries

are the most expensive part of the vehicle. Now that
they’re getting low-cost, that’s a reasonable solution.”
Another use for battery storage that Jaffe sees as not
imminent, “but probably over the horizon,” is electric
aviation. “If we get to the point where batteries double in energy density” he says, “we could start seeing
useful applications of battery-powered aircraft and
helicopters.” While Jaffe doesn’t expect the average
passenger jet of the future to be battery-operated, it
could be feasible for shorter-haul aircraft, an idea that
is “in the realm of actual strategic planning.”
Meanwhile, advances in battery technology are continually being reported as laboratories and startups take
new approaches, with some touted as “the holy grail”
of battery technology. “There are probably over a
thousand ‘holy grails,’ depending on laboratory benchmarks,” Jaffe says. Few of these innovations will ever
make it to market, he adds. Taking results from the lab
to mass production is “incredibly difficult.”

“...We could start seeing useful
applications of battery-powered
aircraft and helicopters.”
Though batteries with next-generation technologies
could appear by the early 2020s, it will take a lot
longer for them to pose a competitive threat to lithium
ion batteries, Jaffe says. It’s more likely that the new
technologies would find a home in niche markets,
such as aviation or robotics. “Robotics has the need
for dramatically different batteries,” he notes.
But even a niche market offers the prospect for big
gains. Notes Jaffe: “The battery industry is so enormous now that even a 1 percent market share is
going to be a billion-dollar business.”
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We asked several power industry companies...

			What are the critical changes in the battery
industry landscape that will have a strategic impact on
your success?

Daniela Molina Piper
Co-founder/President & COO

Doug Campbell
President and CEO

The Li-ion battery market is expected to be worth
$50-60B globally by 2020. We are consequently seeing a boom in Li-ion battery manufacturing, with 15
gigafactories in the works set to provide >230GWh
of production capacity within the next 5 years. Parallel to the rise in demand for volume of Li-ion cells is
a surging demand for higher energy and lower costs.
State-of-the-art Li-ion falls well under the wanted
targets, and beyond Li-ion technologies, projected to
move the needle past the demanded targets, won’t
be in production for 10-15 years. This leaves a massive gap between today’s best batteries, and those
demanded by the applications and their users that
are really driving the industry.

Vehicle electrification is revolutionizing the automotive industry as auto OEMs seek to preserve and
grow their market share, legacy suppliers seek to diversify their product offerings beyond internal combustion engine components and current cell suppliers seek to preserve their market dominance. At the
center of this industry upheaval lies the battery system where industry is continuously seeking safer,
lower cost and more energy dense batteries. The
realization of limitations around the aging lithium-ion
battery has created a race to develop new “beyond
lithium-ion” chemistries with solid-state emerging as the most commercially viable “beyond lithium-ion” technology.

SiILion sits at this intersection as a rapidly commercializable, high energy Li-ion solution to bridge the
gap. SiILion’s technology comprises high-energy Liion cell designs, with focus on high-loading silicon
anodes and advanced cathodes. SiILion’s fundamental design point is to enable these high-energy Li-ion
chemistries using processes that seamlessly integrate into the existing manufacturing infrastructure.
This way, the company builds on the decades of expertise already established. The goal is to push energy storage performance to advance at its already
staggering pace.

The emerging focus of the automotive supply chain
to develop and commercialize solid-state batteries
brings a huge area of opportunity for battery manufacturing companies like Solid Power. This is validated through the extensive investments and industry cooperations that Solid Power has established
spanning the full spectrum of the automotive supply
chain from large chemical companies to industry
leading automotive manufacturers.

About SiILion
SiILion’s Li-ion battery, based on high-loaded silicon
anodes, safe electrolytes, and high voltage cathodes, delivers next-generation performance in energy density, lower cost, and safety, with the unique
ability to integrate rapidly with existing lithium-ion
battery manufacturing processes.
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About Solid Power
Solid Power is developing the next-generation of rechargeable batteries based on a solid-state chemistry, providing superior energy, safety and lower cost
batteries vs. legacy lithium-ion to markets including
electric vehicles, portable electronics, military
and aerospace among several others.

In addition, the response to the recent spate of serious
storms will drive the adoption of energy storage for grid stability, resiliency, and clean energy that does not exasperate
our climate issues. Together, we are at a major inflection
point for energy storage.
Jonathan W Postal (J.W.)
Founder & CEO
The combination of dramatic price reductions and increased
customer need for energy storage is driving significant
changes in our industry. Additionally, the coming electrification of automotive and public transportation sectors will
further drive cost reductions across the lithium-ion space,
creating a positive cycle of increasing demand and further
price reductions.

Wayne Simmons, CEO
Lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles, consumer electronics, and distributed energy storage, along with new
versions of lead acid batteries for vehicle start-stop fuel
efficiency strategies, are driving today’s growth in the battery energy storage market. Longer term, grid-scale batteries will generate a large impact too. Overall, the dramatic
changes and expansion of the battery industry are creating huge new materials markets. Every major chemical
and advanced materials company in the world is attracted

Bill Flecky
Vice President of Business Development and Sales
The battery industry is moving toward higher performance
systems (increased energy density, higher voltage operation
and more abuse tolerant and safer batteries), while following a reducing price target over time (< $100/kWh).
Surface-modified battery materials have been identified
as an integral feature of emerging battery systems, which
can improve safety and operating performance, and reduce

About Nicola Power
Nikola Power is well positioned to successfully leverage
this inflection point. Our company possesses patented
battery management algorithms that can improve the
performance and cycle life of energy storage systems by
providing accurate and detailed data on energy charging,
discharging, state of health, and state of charge. Our tools
allow us to improve customer savings, increase investor
IRRs, and allow Nikola to stack revenue streams — increasing the virtuous cycle. Energy storage’s success is the
best hope for a 100% renewable energy powered world!

to this opportunity. However, for new devices like EVs to
take meaningful market share, the materials for electrodes,
electrolytes, and other battery components need to be engineered at the nanometer, or even atomic, scale. It is this
demand for engineering new materials that improve energy
storage, safety, and power management metrics, combined
with the desired cost stack of inputs to the final battery
price, that has a big impact on ALD Nano’s business. The
key for us to succeed is to enable the new battery materials
with atomic layer deposition technologies that not only solve
various technical challenges to reach performance metrics,
but can also scale at very low cost.
About ALD NanoSolutions
ALD NanoSolutions (ALD Nano) is creating cost-effective
advanced materials through its unique portfolio of atomic
layer deposition technologies to transform industries.

costs of batteries due to a reduction in overbuilding. The
majority of Forge Nano’s IP portfolio pertains to the precise
application of surface coatings that will specifically enable
these next generation battery materials. Forge Nano has
strategically positioned itself and its technology (currently
demonstrated at daily production rate of 2,500 kilograms)
at the nexus of high performance materials and rapid, lowcost manufacturing. Forge Nano has implemented a comprehensive manufacturing strategy to capitalize on these
emerging trends in the battery industry landscape before
they become commoditized products.
About Forge Nano
Forge Nano produces and operates high-throughput manufacturing systems to encapsulate powders at low cost
using the Atomic Layer Deposition platform.
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By Christi L. Edwards
and John Graham

In today’s connected and transforming economy, every company faces
the threat of a cyber attack on its IT
systems. For clean technology companies, this risk is now compounded by the possibility of an attack on
operational technology (OT).
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Many cleantech companies are connecting industrial
control systems with manufacturing equipment in the
Internet of Things (IoT). Benefits of this “smart manufacturing” include enhanced productivity, product
quality, and operating and energy efficiency; reduced
costs and waste; and faster delivery of products to
markets.
For all of its strengths, however, this digital ecosystem is exposed to significant cyber risks. Since the

industrial control system and plant machinery are
connected to the Internet or a wireless network, they
can be hacked, resulting in such devastating outcomes as malfunctioning equipment and the theft of
proprietary data.
Two recent articles in Wired magazine underscore
this dire threat. A May 2017 story covered researchers at security firm Trend Micro were able to exploit
security vulnerabilities in the industrial control system
operating a networked and IoT-controlled robotic arm.
By tampering with the data, they were able to compromise the robot’s capabilities. In other words, the
robotic arm could be programmed to perform a task
with incorrect specifications.
A feature published the following month detailed how researchers at the University of Tulsa
remotely hacked into a single wind turbine at a
wind farm. Since all the turbines were connected in the wind farm’s wireless network, the researchers were able to remotely shut down the
entire system. Even worse, they had gained the
ability to abruptly stop a turbine, which would
severely damage the rotor blades and gearbox.
Such cyber threats seriously challenge the operations
of all businesses. For cleantech companies operating with very tight product delivery timeframes in a
just-in-time environment, such as suppliers to the
automotive industry, a disruption to the normal flow
of business can quickly erode customer trust.
In today’s interconnected global economy, a cyber
attack against one supplier in a far-flung supply chain
can disrupt business for all of the companies dependent upon that supplier. If the company’s operations
halt for just a few hours or a day, the repercussions
will be felt throughout the entire supply chain.

Hacker ingenuity is endless
Business disruptions from cyber attacks occur in
diverse ways. Malware introduced into an OT system

can cause physical damage to Internet-connected
equipment, slowing down production lines. Hackers
can modify data programming to produce design and
production errors. Data also can be destroyed or held
for ransom, affecting both production schedules and
proprietary research and development.
Many cyber attacks capitalize on a company’s inferior
cyber security standards and processes. A case in
point is phishing – employees who unwittingly click

“Since all the turbines were
connected in the wind farm’s
wireless network, the researchers
were able to remotely
shut down the
entire system.”

on an attachment in an email infected with malware,
opening the doors of the network to the hacker.
Another substandard process involves the issuance
of administrative data access credentials to too many
people. If the person is hacked, the thief now has a
window into protected data zones on the network.
Hackers use a variety of attack methods like a DDoS
(distributed denial of service) attack and SQL (structured query language) injection attack to penetrate
OT systems. Companies also must contend with
interruptions to operations caused by the temporary
outage of an ISP or partnering cloud provider that is
hacked.
Since cleantech companies create products and
services designed to reduce adverse environmental
impacts and create energy independence, a cyber
attack may generate unfavorable media attention.
For example, an August 2016 Forbes article cited the
ethical hacking by a homeowner of his Internet-
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connected solar panel array to test its security. The
person inadvertently gained access to the home networks of more than 1,000 other homes using similar
solar arrays, exposing these homeowners’ personal
data. Had this been a malicious hack, the provider’s
reputation could have suffered irreparable harm.

What can be done?
More cleantech companies will implement IoT-enabled
operating systems in the future, particularly as the
cost of the electronics, software, sensors, actuators,
and network connectivity for smart manufacturing
drops. For these organizations, OT cyber risk management is now just as important as IT cyber risk management.
There are ways to reduce the impact of a cyber attack.
To limit the extent of a network intrusion from a phishing attack, consider splitting the network into a series
of sub-networks, each with a different layer of security. Mission critical systems, for example, would be
contained in zones having the highest security. While
this may not stop the progress of expert hackers, it
will slow them down, giving cyber security professionals time to detect the intrusion and launch countermeasures.
Another smart tactic is to undertake a full accounting
of all the devices that are connected to the IT and OT
infrastructures. Once armed with this information,
determine which devices absolutely need an open
connection and close off access to the remainder. In
this regard, companies might want to implement the
practice of “application whitelisting,” in which only
previously reviewed and approved software applications are allowed to run on the network.
Once this blueprint of normal network activity is
developed, security pros are better positioned to
monitor activities that occur outside the norm. The
use of solutions like Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) software can provide real-time
analysis of a security alert to prescribe the optimum
course of action.
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With regard to issuing administrative data-access
credentials, a best practice is to observe the “principle
of least privilege,” an important concept in computer
security, in which data access is restricted to a user’s
defined job necessities.
To explicitly know what to do when an attack occurs,
incident response planning is critical. Once a plan is
developed, routinely practice it by conducting “fire
drills” that involve technical teams across the enterprise. Such collaboration is essential because of the
interrelationship of the IT and OT infrastructures. After
each drill, measure the effectiveness of the incident
response to achieve continuous improvements in
recovery times.
Lastly, given the vital importance of cyber security to
operational effectiveness and production goals, a company must have a culture of cyber risk preparedness
– from the top down.
Smart manufacturing is the future happening now. To
address the business disruption risks of this emerging
connected OT infrastructure, cleantech companies
should consider the value of partnering with cyber risk
management specialists. Partnering with a specialist
is necessary to identify and mitigate your operating
environment’s specific vulnerabilities, in addition to
obtaining cyber incident response services and a full
range of insurance solutions. o
Christi L. Edwards is senior vice
president and clean tech practice
manager for Chubb North America.
John Graham is vice president and
cyber product manager for Chubb’s
Commercial Insurance.

Infrastructure Security Protection
For Clean Technology
In today’s connected and transforming economy, all companies face a disruption to business caused by cyber attacks
on IT systems. For Clean Technology companies, this risk is now compounded by an attack on operational technology (OT).
When operating within very tight product delivery timeframes, cybersecurity protection is of vital importance to operational
effectiveness and production goals.

Smart Manufacturing
Many Clean Tech companies are connecting industrial control systems with manufacturing equipment in the
Internet of Things (IoT). Benefits include:

Enhanced
productivity

Product
quality

Operating &
energy efficiency

Reduced costs
& waste

Faster product
delivery

Cyber Threat Prevention
Limit Network Intrusion
Consider splitting the network into a series of sub-networks,
each with a different layer of security to limit intrusion from a phishing attack.
Account for all devices
Undertake a full accounting of all devices connected to the IT and OT infrastructures.
Determine which devices absolutely need an open connection and close off access to the remainder.
Implement application whitelisting
Apply the practice of “application whitelisting” in which only previously reviewed and approved
software applications are allowed to run on the network.
Real-time security analysis
The use of solutions like Security Information and Event Management software can provide
real-time analysis of a security alert to prescribe the optimum course of action.
Data access restriction
Observe the “principle of least privilege,” an important concept in computer security,
in which data access is restricted to a user’s defined job necessities.

Why
Chubb

Cyber risk
management
specialists

Expertise
in identifying
operational
vulnerabilities

Real-time
cyber incident
response services

Full range of
tailored insurance
solutions

Superior
financial strength

Chubb is the marketing name used to refer to subsidiaries of Chubb Limited providing insurance and related services. For a list of these subsidiaries, please
visit our website at www.chubb.com. Insurance provided by ACE American Insurance Company and its U.S. based Chubb underwriting company affiliates.
All products may not be available in all states. This communication contains product summaries only. Coverage is subject to the language of the policies as
actually issued. Surplus lines insurance sold only through licensed surplus lines producers.
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NREL Powers Up
with Industry Partners
By Bill Farris

All photos courtesy of NREL
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The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE)
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) saved Partner Week, one of the
biggest events during its yearlong 40th
anniversary in 2017, for last.
The first-time conference and networking gathering in September was a tour de force marking how far the lab has come
in four decades.
Under the banner of “Energy Innovation Trends,” Partner
Week brought representatives of collaborating companies
and organizations, as well as other stakeholders and experts,
from across the Centennial State and beyond to NREL’s campus in Golden, Colorado, and the National Wind Technology
Center (NWTC) near Boulder.
“Look around the room; you are all very important to where
we want to go in our next 40 years,” NREL Laboratory Director Martin Keller told the Partner Week audience. “We feel
it is our job to take clean energy technology, partner up with
industries, NGOs, and others, and then push it forward and
bring it into the market.”
Perhaps as never before, NREL used Partner Week to shine
a spotlight on the more than 700 active partnership agreements with which the lab currently is engaged. All partners
– small and large businesses, nonprofits, educational institutions, as well as local, state, and federal government – are
working with NREL to solve energy challenges. The lab’s
message that all are welcome is gaining traction, and having
mission impact. In fiscal year 2017 alone, the lab developed
282 new or expanded partnerships worth $80 million.
The cooperation often grows out of blending strengths. That
was the case when NREL’s Steve Hammond, director of the
lab’s Computational Science Center, had an unorthodox vision
more than a decade ago. “I said we wanted to use water, and
everyone knows water and electronics don’t mix.”
Enter Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) as a partner. Together,
NREL and HPE preserved through ups and downs to create
Peregrine, a supercomputer at NREL that uses warm water
to cool its servers, and then reuses that water to heat its
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building. It was so successful that it earned HPE and
NREL an R&D 100 Award in 2014. The partnership
continues, and Partner Week’s keynote speaker, HPE
CEO Meg Whitman, noted that the collaboration
helped HPE launch a successful high-performance
computing line.
Today, there’s a real pride at NREL on how its extended “family” has grown over the years. From a
start as the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI),
the lab and its research partners have helped shape
the energy landscape and drive the economy in Colorado and elsewhere.
In that vein, NWTC Partnership Manager Brian Smith
notes that NREL deserves credit as a “matchmaker”
for precursors of GE Power and Siemens Gamesa.
The two global renewable energy leaders are the
result of mergers among four independent firms:
Siemens and Gamesa, as well as GE and Alstom’s
power and grid businesses. Smith said “the GE turbine is located next to the Alstom turbine at NREL,
and the Siemens turbine is next to the Gamesa turbine, so the NWTC is your matchmaker,” adding with
a smile, “It’s part of the long-term strategy we have.”
Smith’s humorous remark was based on a simple
truth. These major players have local offices, and often credit NREL with playing a vital role in advancing
their industry, whether through validation or promotion of standards. “GE has multiple experiences
working very effectively with NREL, under various
types of agreements,” said Roger Schonewald of GE
Power. He described the example of working with
the lab on drive-train testing at the NWTC’s drivetrain facility as “a win-win opportunity.”
And Vestas, which has been manufacturing turbine
blades in Colorado since 2008, is interested in expanding ties with NREL. Already part of the NREL-initiated Gearbox Reliability Collaborative, which
consists of manufacturers, owners, researchers, and
consultants, Vestas is open to future collaborations.
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“We don’t do enough with NREL,” said Hans Jespersen of the Denmark-based wind company. “But
we plan to send a team to NREL this fall to discuss
opportunities for expanding our cooperation.”
That kind of talk is music to Smith’s ears, because
one of his favorite phrases is “partner with NREL.”
NREL’s collaborations are having a big impact in the
Centennial State. “Colorado is a leader in diverse energy innovation, and having a national lab here keeps
us in the forefront of research and helps retain top
talent,” said Katie Woslager of the Colorado Office of
Economic Development and International Trade.
Indeed, NREL is literally helping reshape the Colorado landscape. For example, beginning in 2015, NREL
and Colorado State University linked up to develop
sustainable strategies to create a “net zero” district
at the future National Western Center. Revamping
this iconic site is an approximately $1 billion project
that will help revitalize some prime real estate in
Denver, and Jocelyn Hittle, CSU’s Director of Denver
Program Development, is relying on NREL to provide
key expertise. “Collaborating with NREL on the National Western Center project allows access to NREL
expertise while exploring the possibility of a net zero
district,” she said.
Xcel Energy explained they chose to partner with
NREL as part of an effort along with Panasonic
Corporation to simulate and optimize the energy
load profile of Peña Station NEXT, a planned 382-acre
mixed-use development near Denver International
Airport. The project will employ the grid-modeling capabilities of NREL’s Energy Systems Integration Facility (ESIF) while demonstrating URBANopt software,
a buildings and district energy modeling tool currently under development at NREL. “We will share our
expertise and apply the lessons learned from this
project to future developments,” said Shanti Pless,
an engineer with NREL.

And it’s not just in big civic projects that NREL is
moving the needle. Brice Leconte, founder of Denver’s iUNIT, is teaming with the lab to refine the net
zero, grid-friendly, and technology-integrated multifamily construction. “We are using ESIF to employ
apartment-in-the-loop research capabilities and
energy modeling tools for enhanced energy efficiency,” Pless said. “The team aims to understand how a
reduction in apartment-scale energy loads combined
with energy storage can be scaled up to whole-building energy management.”
NREL has other partnering events, such as the annual Industry Growth Forum, during which entrepreneurs, startups, and stakeholders gather to exchange
information on the latest clean technologies and also
hosts the Innovation Incubator Summit, a gathering
of entrepreneurs and supporters. Both events are
part of the IN2 program NREL manages with the
Wells Fargo Foundation.
Clearly, the lab places a premium on its power partners. “We are reaching out to show how we connect
what we are doing through our partnerships,” Keller
said. And that will be the lab’s strategy for decades
to come. o
Bill Farris is associate laboratory director for innovation, partnering & outreach at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
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Energy I-Corps: Transforming
the Technology Deployment
Landscape at the DOE Labs
By Jennifer Ramsey
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We Are Two Years Old!
It’s been just two short (but busy!) years since we
launched the first round of Lab-Corps training, and
we’ve come a long way since that first nerve-wracking day in October of 2015. This Department of Energy program is continuing to grow and gain traction
across the laboratory system, and we are excited to
see what the future holds as we look towards year
three.

What’s In A Name?
It’s safe to say that the biggest change we saw this
year was our new name – Energy I-Corps. We are
now officially branded! Earlier this year the fledgling
Lab-Corps pilot program transitioned into a fullfledged Department of Energy program, and along
with that change we adopted a new moniker. The
new Energy I-Corps name reflects the evolution of
the Lab-Corps program within DOE and national lab
community. While the name has changed, the program’s mission remains the same. Whether a national
lab researcher is improving advanced fuel types,
developing novel techniques for environmental reme-

“When we get to talk to the real consumers,
they tell us something else they care about, and
it opens your mind to things you wouldn’t have
thought of in the lab.”
~ Energy I-Corps Graduate

diation, or creating opportunities for more energy-efficient buildings, Energy I-Corps will continue to help
scientists get out of lab and develop the commercial
potential of their research.

How Far We’ve Come
To date, 63 teams from 10 national labs have worked
with 70 industry mentors to conduct more than 4,500
customer discovery interviews across industry while
discovering the potential commercial impact of their
technologies. The Customer Discovery process has
led lab researchers to meetings with companies like
Hitachi, Lowes, Johns Manville, Lego, Trane, Tesla,
GM, Dow Chemical, Home Depot, Amazon, and
more. Collectively, alumni teams have attracted nearly $10 million in follow-on funding from federal, state,
and private sources to further the commercialization
of their technologies. Our teams have gone on to
compete in the Clean Energy Trust (CET) Challenge
and other business plan competitions, participate in
incubator programs like the Austin Technology Incubator (ATI), and a team from Argonne National Lab in
Illinois was even selected as the winner in the Fort
Collins EV Challenge in 2016. For the first time ever,

“Energy I-Corps was an opportunity to
think outside the box from our normal
everyday research mindset.”
~ Energy I-Corps Graduate
all photos courtesy of NREL
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an NREL-based team was selected for an Advanced
Industry Grant from the Colorado Office of Economic
Development and International Trade (OEDIT).
While our teams were off tackling the world’s energy challenges, our program has been seeing its own
growth and development. Since the first cohort of
teams graduated in December 2015, the program has
expanded to include four additional labs, and we’re
expecting more in the next round. We’ve also grown
beyond the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) at DOE to include new teams and
technologies representing the broader energy sector,
including Fossil Energy, Nuclear Energy, Electricity, and
Environmental Management.

NREL Leading the Way
Those 63 teams? 15 of them were from NREL; more
than any other lab. It turns out our researchers have
a real appetite for entrepreneurship and it’s our job
to cultivate that spirit. NREL teams are doing some
exciting things; here are a few you might want to keep
an eye out for:
SwitchGlaze – This team is working with an innovative
window coating that is capable of turning a window
into a “switchable” solar panel that responds to sun-

light by transforming from transparent to tinted while
simultaneously converting sunlight into electricity. This
potentially game-changing technology was actually
discovered by accident in the lab when a sample was
inadvertently subjected to heat. The challenge is now
on the team to prove that the technology is durable
enough for deployment on commercial and residential
buildings.

“Energy I-Corps take researchers
trained in very specific technical
and scientific areas and gives them
the industry insights needed to
see a lab innovation’s real world
relevance. As an instructor, I have
the opportunity to make that critical
transition a reality.”
~ Energy I-Corps Instructor

EcoSnap – EcoSnap, an R&D 100 Award winning
room cooling and heating solution, addresses all the
major drawbacks of room air conditioners (RACs) and
heat pumps by providing local space conditioning in a
low-cost installation package without requiring the use

Excellence and Innovation

Highly regarded around the world for our exceptional
engineering and science degree programs and our
distinctive graduates
MINES.EDU
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of windows, virtually eliminating interior noise, improving energy efficiency, improving home security and decreasing cooling
load. EcoSnap is as efficient as a mini-split heat pump but has an
installed cost close to window and portable air conditioners thus
removing the major barrier to improving residential air conditioning efficiency: cost.
Nitrilica – Acrylonitrile is used in the production of acrylic fibers
for clothes and fabrics, and in plastics such as food containers,
packaging materials, and children’s toys. Concerns over propylene price volatility and environmental sustainability have motivated a search for bio-based alternatives. This nitrilation technology
provides cost-competitive production of both biomass- and traditional petro-based feedstocks in order to reduce the industry’s
dependence on the volatile petroleum market and stabilize price
points for the end users.

BRINGING

CLEAN
ENERGY
INNOVATION
TO THE WORLD

What are we really doing?
Is it a technology accelerator? Sure. A training program? You
bet. This is really about the labs approaching technology transfer in a different way by taking an entrepreneurial approach to
deploying our technologies. Energy I-Corps gets the researchers
engaged in the commercialization process and provides them
the opportunity to connect directly with industry to find out what
problems need to be solved. It gives them the tools to define
the limits of the gap that exists between the readiness of the
technology at the lab, and the point at which the market is ready
to adopt it, and then chart a course for market penetration. Then
of course there’s the long game – driving future market relevant
research. Teams are returning to their labs energized about the
prospect of making an impact with their innovations and taking
a whole new approach to beginning their next research project.
Program graduates credit their Energy I-Corps experience with
writing stronger proposals, feeling more confident in business
meetings and negotiations, and attracting new potential partners
for their technology. That is precisely the transformative change
we’re hoping to foster within the laboratory system. o

www.csuventures.org

Jennifer Ramsey is part of the Innovation & Entrepreneurship
Center at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) and is currently serving as the
Energy I-Corps Program Director. Through her
role at NREL, Jennifer has opportunity to support
the clean energy ecosystem through programs
that connect entrepreneurs with a wide range of support
resources.
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NEURAL GRID:
A Platform for Market
Expansion in the
Energy Cloud

By Richelle Elberg

Back in 2013, the Edison Electric Institute published a paper entitled Disruptive Challenges: Financial Implications and Strategic Responses to a Changing Retail Electric Business. And while
it wasn’t the first time serious concerns had been raised relative to the changing dynamics of
the business, it was following this paper’s release that the “Utility Death Spiral” conversation
began to be had in earnest. How would utilities survive burgeoning solar and wind deployments
while simultaneously maintaining and upgrading the grid as load demand and customer bases shrank? One cautionary example raised in the study was the devastating impact that cell
phones had on the legacy monopoly of the landline telephone industry.
In the years since, during which time Navigant Research has tracked the evolving industry and
published hundreds of reports on its many segments – smart grid, electric vehicles, energy
storage, distributed energy resources (DER), smart cities, and others – we have arrived at a
different conclusion. In fact, we believe the ongoing evolution and convergence of advanced
technologies, applications, and business models will present an opportunity to energy industry
stakeholders which could very well deliver dramatically expanded market influence and economic growth.

The neural grid pathway
The neural grid describes an autonomous grid leveraging artificial intelligence (AI), connectivity,
and sensing technologies throughout the transmission and distribution grids to support ubiquitous automation, self-healing, seamless DER integration, customer engagement and involvement, and the ultimate integration of dispersed markets for transactive energy.1
The neural grid is one of several platforms identified by Navigant as underpinning the Energy
Cloud future. Picture a highly distributed, networked, and dynamic grid in which performance
and customer choice command a premium. Platforms managed by network orchestrators
connect utility customers to a rich tapestry of products and services with the electron but one
source of value. At Navigant, we call this the Energy Cloud. [Figure 1]
The Energy Cloud is already forming, fueled by technological advancement and falling costs.
At least $1.3 trillion in new revenue opportunities will be created in the Energy Cloud by 2030,
according to Navigant Research estimates. Most of these transactions will flow through multiple customer-centric growth platforms such as integrated DER (iDER), building-to-grid (B2G),
transportation-to-grid (T2G), the Internet of Energy (IoE), transactive energy (TE), neural grids,
and smart cities. [Figure 2]
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Figure 1

Source: Navigant

Figure 2

Source: Navigant

But even as progressive utilities and regulators embark on
the grid modernization initiatives necessary to form these
platforms, it’s still sometimes difficult to see the pathway
from here to the Energy Cloud and the neural grid platform.
Importantly, however, it’s also sometimes difficult to fathom just how rapidly change can occur, once the necessary

components of industry disruption all fall into place. The
mobile phone industry, and the radical change it’s caused
over the last 10 years, provides, if not a road map, a useful
example.
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The mobile example
Given our collective dependence upon smartphones today,
it can be easy to forget that the wireless device as we
know it, with a plethora of capabilities and applications and
data at your fingertips, is less than a decade old. As cellular
telephone usage grew in the late 1990s, no one could have
foreseen the massive expansion that was to come, with the
mobile platform literally replacing watches, books, credit
cards, gaming devices, PCs, and so much
more – not to mention plain old telephone service.

network operators were eventually able to offer unlimited
voice and data plans, prompting their subscribers to spend
double or triple the $40 they had been spending on a
monthly basis. This ultimately led to the cut-the-cord landline
replacement trend that has eviscerated legacy telephone
companies.
Network: It’s been just seven years since Verizon launched
the first 4G LTE network in the US, bringing to market data
speeds that truly supported applications like
music and video streaming on phones.
Wireless data was already growing
on the 3G network, as texting,
email, and web browsing
grew in popularity, but it
was the widespread
availability of 4G
data speeds that
really catalyzed
today’s all-dayall-night smartphone fixation.

There were many who
predicted the rise of
the mobile data
industry. Investors,
engineers, and
entrepreneurs
started companies and
gave talks at
conferences
User interface:
throughout
The release of
the ‘90s; it
the first-genwas, for at
eration iPhone
least a dewas
truly a
cade, a “Zero
transformative
Billion Dollar”
event
in the evobusiness, as I
lution of the mobile
entitled one article.
platform.
Steve Jobs
Many of those invesnailed it with a sleek,
tors and entrepreneurs
elegant
interface and
failed miserably – they
user experience that virtually
were too early to market
every
handset manufacturer has
with ideas dependent upon
emulated ever since.
technology that wasn’t yet mature.
Figure 3
Around 2007, however, a perfect storm of
Open applications for third-party developers:
technology, pricing, and market conditions began forming,
Along with the iPhone came the App Store. The iPhone was
which ultimately resulted in exponential growth of mobile
great on day one, but its greatness grew exponentially as
industry revenue. The four key factors in that perfect storm
an amazing variety of applications, games, and other tools
were price, network, user interface, and applications.
were created for the platform.
Price: While it was considered revolutionary when AT&T
boldly did away with roaming fees in 1997, average monthly revenue per user (ARPU) for cellular service began to
counterintuitively climb after this point, following years of
declines, despite the fact that monthly service plans got
cheaper on a per minute basis. As the carriers consolidated
and the FCC opened more spectrum over the next decade,

Today, there are nearly 8 billion mobile devices in use worldwide – more than one for every human on the planet. In
contrast, penetration in the U.S. was just 20 percent in 1997.
In Western Europe, between 10 and 15 percent of people
had a wireless device, while in other global regions, penetration was in the low single digits. Notably, penetration in
2017 far exceeds 100 percent in many developing regions of

Image Source: Navigant Research
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the world, and electrification in rural villages is often driven first and foremost by the demand for phone charging.

of participating vendors and utilities in each segment is
shown in the outer rim.

The neural grid ecosystem

The Neural Grid Ecosystem: A Platform
for Exponential Growth

The four key factors outlined above – price, network,
user interface, and third-party applications – prompted
the explosion of the mobile industry. They also have parallels in the energy industry.
The graphic at left [Figure 3] shows the four legs of the
neural grid platform necessary for a mobile-like perfect
storm to develop in the electric power industry: infrastructure and markets, user interfaces, enabling technologies, and services and applications. Price is not shown
independently, but it plays a critical role in the adoption
rates for enabling technologies, user interfaces, and applications; price affects all four sectors of the ecosystem
and could well be the determining factor as to just how
soon the neural grid platform achieves its potential.
Industry segments and participants are included in the
graphic based on their maturity. Those closest to the
middle are the most mature, while the outlying entries,
in light green, are emerging. A sampling (not exhaustive)

It’s important to note that not all the elements necessary
for the hockey-stick growth curve envisioned are yet
mature. Blockchain, machine learning, edge computing,
TE markets, data management platforms, and ubiquitous
connectivity are all elements that are relatively immature
today, but road maps are in place that could bring them
fully into play over the next decade.
There are bound to be some bleeding-edge casualties
among actors in this ecosystem before the neural grid
platform is fully formed. That said, these emerging areas
(light green in the above graphic) are where the greatest
growth opportunities will be found.
For example, who will build the equivalent of eTrade for
TE markets? Will it be a utility or a startup currently operating out of a garage? Or will it be Google or Amazon?
Just think: “Alexa, sell 50 MWh out of storage, at the
market price.”
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Imagine the possibilities
The perfect storm of price, interface, easy-to-use applications, interoperability, and ubiquitous connectivity
hasn’t fully developed in the electric power industry. But
it is coming, and with it the opportunity to dramatically
expand services and revenue streams – to expand the
neural grid platform – such that it encompasses not only
the energy-related services and products envisioned
today, but also many yet-to-be-imagined applications.

Utilities in the U.S. generate nearly $400 billion in annual
revenue today; the solar industry is worth another $200
billion in annual sales. The possibility of even a fivefold
order of magnitude market expansion over the next 20
years presents some massive opportunities – but mind
the bleeding edge. o

Navigating the Energy Transformation: Building a
Competitive Advantage for Energy Cloud 2.0.

1

Once the necessary combination of utility, affordability,
and value fall into place, an acceleration in revenue and
value growth is likely to take place. The mobile industry
in the U.S. today generates nearly $200 billion in annual
revenue – more than 10 times what it did in the mid’90s – and it’s only been seven years since all the critical
components came together.

Richelle Elberg is a principal research
analyst with Navigant Research, the
research arm of global energy consultancy Navigant. Her forthcoming white
paper on the neural grid ecosystem will
be published in 4Q 2017.

Marsh Fischmann & Breyfogle LLP
Intellectual Property Protection Specialists
For The Start-Up Life Cycle And Beyond
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Advanced Industries Accelerator
Catalyzes Colorado Cleantech
Mona Mirmortazavi, Colorado Office of Economic Development and International Trade

Colorado’s reputation as the Silicon Valley of the
Rocky Mountains has expanded almost as quickly as
its advanced industry (AI) companies. The state has
remained vigilant in supporting AI companies since the
introduction of the Advanced Industries Accelerator
(AI) grants in 2013, providing innovative startups with
funding that has transformed research and development,
the path to commercialization, and the ecosystem for
Advanced Industries. For many in the cleantech industry,
the Colorado Office of Economic Development and
International Trade (OEDIT) has helped them achieve great
strides in innovation.

The Advanced Industries grants were introduced as
part of Colorado Blueprint in an attempt to energize
the local economy and attract new capital and jobs to
Colorado. The AI awards focus on commercialization
of technologies, while building and aligning the assets
and services necessary. Seven Advanced Industries are
included in this program: energy and natural resources,
advanced manufacturing, aerospace, bioscience,
electronics, engineering and technology and information.
The AI grants are provided in three categories: Proof
of Concept, Early-Stage Capital and Retention and
Infrastructure, to assist at every level of development.
Cleantech, a subsection of energy and natural resources,
particularly thrives under the AI grant program; in 2015,
the Clean Technology Discovery Evaluation Grant Program
was absorbed by AIA, combining forces to bring the best
support to Colorado cleantech companies. As of 2016,
25 of the Advanced Industries allocations have been
awarded to cleantech companies for over $6.1 million in
investment, supporting cleantech’s $4.6 billion statewide
economic impact.
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One of these thriving companies is Solid Power. Born in
a lab at the University of Colorado Boulder in 2013, Solid
Power created a solid-state rechargeable battery that is
safer and more powerful than liquid lithium-ion batteries.
This results in greater run time per charge for mobile
electronic devices and a greater driving range per charge
for electric vehicles, all while producing improved safety
and reliability. In 2014, Solid Power received an early-stage
AIA grant from OEDIT of $250,000, an amount that they
claim was transformative to their continued success.
“The early funds were instrumental in positioning the
company for sustainability and commercial viability as
validated by the numerous industry partnerships and
investments into the company since then,” said Doug
Campbell, CEO of Solid Power. “The AI grants really help
small companies like ours get over some of the hurdles
of trying to move out of the lab and into early product
development.”
RavenWindow, another thriving Colorado cleantech
business, manufactures a solar-intuitive window that
automatically tints based on heat and sunlight using
thermochromic filters. When implemented, this
innovation significantly reduces energy costs by up to
30 percent on utility bills, and is a fraction of the cost of
electronic-transitioning glass. In 2013, RavenWindow was
given a $250,000 early-stage AI grant and recognized
by OEDIT as a Colorado Company to Watch. Thanks
to the award, RavenWindow was able to validate its
product and leverage a $20 million private investment in
2014, completely transforming their production. Today,
they have a 50,000 square foot manufacturing facility
in Denver, supplying increasing demand across North
America.
Early-stage cleantech company OptiEnz Sensors
received a grant of $150,000 in 2015 and a second grant
of $100,000 in 2017 to fund their innovative biosensor
technology. While continuous sensors exist for pressure,
temperature, and other process conditions, none exist for

organic chemicals in water. Instead, the current process is to take samples,
send them to a laboratory, and wait for the results—a time consuming and
expensive process. OptiEnz Sensors has created a biosensor that makes
continuous measurements of organic chemical concentrations in water and
aqueous solutions, including sugars, alcohols, solvents, and hydrocarbons.
This reduces the amount of energy and materials used, improve yields,
and reduces the risk of process and regulatory violations. The company is
currently in pre-production and undergoing product trials to monitor liquids for
biopharmaceuticals, biofuels, and industrial chemical manufacturers.
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“Half of the company’s funding came through grants from the State of
Colorado and the National Science Foundation,” said Steve Witt, CEO of
OptiEnz Sensors. “This early stage funding has been critical for moving the
company from R&D to manufacturing prototypes.”
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Richelle Elberg, Bill Farris,
Mona Mirmortazavi

Other AIA grant recipients include EcoVapor, a mobile, standalone field
unit that captures more than 99 percent of oxygen from flash gas vapors
emitted from crude oil reaching the surface. EcoVapor then sells the gas to
the marketplace to reduce harmful emissions and produce additional revenue
for oil and gas producers. In 2014, OEDIT provided an early stage AI grant of
$250,000, which was used to build and deploy their modules on oil and gas
sites in Colorado, and they have captured other grants and capital since.
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This support for the state’s cleantech industry has been transformative for
Colorado startups and innovators and has directly benefited the Colorado
economy. Since 2013, direct employment in cleantech has increased to about
26,270 jobs, and indirect employment has increased to 86,100 jobs, making
cleantech fourth in Colorado employment concentration; that’s a rate of about
8.5 percent employment growth in one year, and 22.4 percent employment
growth over five. This strong job growth has led to a $4.6 billion impact on
Colorado’s economy.
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Cleantech in Colorado is expanding at a remarkable rate, not only on the
corporate level, but on an economic level as well—thanks in part to OEDIT’s
Advanced Industries Accelerator grants. These grants have stimulated the
cleantech industry to expand and, for some recipients, they have transformed
the company as a whole, and for others it has provided an invaluable stepping
stone to success. Cleantech’s future in Colorado has never looked so bright. o
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Partners in Driving a
Sustainable Future
Today’s energy and environmental
challenges come from multiple directions,
and the stakes continue to grow.
Our team provides fully integrated legal
support for all energy stakeholders. We
monitor industry developments, risks and
opportunities so you can focus on what
matters most: driving energy solutions for
an ever-evolving world.
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